New York
Jets
2016 Recap
J-E-T-S! Jets! Jets! Jets! God, this team is awful. After a strong finish in 2015, the Jets
moved forward like they were on the verge of greatness. What they really were was on
the verge of the cellar in the AFC East. FitzMagic became a rabbit who disappeared
into a hat. Brandon Marshall couldn’t find a rhythm and battled injuries. Eric Decker was
introduced to IR. Lastly, Matt Forte missed some time as well. But with the bad came
a few strong performances. Fantasy owners were introduced to Quincy Enunwa, who
should be in line for a bump in production if the Jets can find a competent QB in 2017.
Also, Robby Anderson became a deep threat to keep an eye on, and skilled 3rd down
back Bilal Powell showed he can be the big dog in the yard with a strong finish to 2016.
Maybe, just maybe, the Jets can give us a few players to keep an eye come time for your
fantasy drafts. – The Hudsonian
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Bilal Powell
I understand your skepticism. How are
you, someone who needs expert fantasy
advice, going to get behind the idea that
someone who is entering their 7th season
in the NFL and has never produced
more than 722 yards rushing as a RB
could be a featured player and someone
you should spend a high draft pick on?
Trust me, I’m right there with you. But
these are the New York $%*!$#& Jets,
and they really don’t have anything else.
Sometimes, you rank players not because
they’re going to be fantastic, but because
the sheer volume will give them more
opportunities than most.

Bilal Powell, RB

That’s the situation with Powell. The Jets as a whole are in shambles. Powell could
very well be part of a tandem at the RB position - Matt Forte is still on the roster - that
you want nothing to do with. Or, and this is a big OR, he builds upon his career year in
2016 that saw 5.5 yards per carry, including 2 100+ yard performances in the season’s
final 4 weeks, and put him in the limelight as an interesting fantasy option for 2017.
Let’s look at the facts: Powell has been nothing more than a 3rd down back and spot
starter for his first 6 years in the league. There aren’t many RBs in the league that can
say they broke out late into their careers, except maybe Justin Forsett as a recent
example. We know he can catch the football well - his three best seasons in reception
totals were 58, 47 and 36 - so that alone makes him valuable in Club Fantasy scoring.
When you throw in another 600-900 yards rushing, he should easily be a top 20 back,
right? The real question is can he be a reliable RB2 with Matt Forte, a perennial top 10
option at RB the last decade, sharing carries with him? I think he can.
The Jets don’t want veterans usurping touches from young players they can build
around. Going into his 7th season, I don’t think Powell constitutes a “young player,” but
he’s certainly younger than Forte. I’m willing to bet Powell and Forte spend the first half
of the season in a pretty even timeshare, with Powell getting more work on 3rd down,
and then after the Jets are eliminated from playoff contention, it becomes the “Bilal
Powell Show,” with Forte either being traded at the deadline or shelved as the Jets
play rookies to see what they have and to “fight” to win the Sam Darnold sweepstakes.
I don’t think Powell rushes for 1,000 yards, but I think he tops 1,500 total yards and
pitches in another 50 catches and 7 TDs. That should make him a lock for top 18
status at RB. – The Hudsonian
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Eric Decker

Eric Decker, WR

Eric Decker had many doubters when he joined the Jets in 2014. He had spent the
previous two years in Denver being thrown the rock by Peyton Manning and totaled 172
catches for 2,354 yards and 24 TDs. His first two years with the Jets were actually not
that far off from his Denver totals: 154 catches (just 18 fewer), 1,989 yards (just 365
fewer), and 17 TDs (just 7 fewer). That’s pretty good considering the change in scenery at
the QB position between teams. After an injury-shortened 2016, Decker is back and with
the departure of Brandon Marshall is now the lead dog at the WR position and arguably on
the entire Jets roster. No matter which QB starts for the Jets, Decker will provide value to
that person. His value will be even greater if the Jets go with one of their young prospects
who will need Decker’s veteran presence as they grow and learn.
Fantasy owners haven’t let Decker’s 2016 disappointment cloud their memories, as he’s
currently being drafted 69th overall and as the 29th wide receiver off the board. I believe
he can provide you incredible WR3/FLEX value with the potential to easily vault into WR2
territory. Sign me up for 75 receptions, 1,000 yards and 8 touchdowns.
– Cole Hoopingarner

“

“

Not sure Decker hits 1,000 yards, but you know what
Decker provides when he’s on the field. He’s just not built
like a number 1 target, but I do think he leads the Jets in
receiving if he can make it through all 16 games.
– The Hudsonian
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Quincy Enunwa
Quincy Enunwa posted very respectable numbers in
2016: 58 catches for 857 yards and 4 touchdowns, good
for a WR46 ranking using Club Fantasy scoring. When
you consider the Jets’ horrible quarterback performance
last year, you’ve got to be impressed with what Enunwa
was able to accomplish. 2017 may just be Enunwa’s time
to take the next step in his career and become a solid
fantasy contributor. A new offensive coordinator could guide
one of the Jets’ young quarterbacks to actually provide
consistency to a position the Jets’ haven’t had in what
seems like decades. Enunwa’s size (6’2”, 225 pounds)
combined with his speed (4.45 40-yard dash) could present
incredible challenges to opposing corners if the Jets solve
their QB problems. He’s currently being drafted as the
170th player and 72nd wide receiver taken off the boards
Quincy Enunwa, WR
in fantasy drafts, behind the likes of Tavon Austin, Torrey
Smith, Robert Woods, and other perennial fantasy disappointments. That’s easily 70
picks too late for this potential breakout star. He’s a surefire WR3 who could easily vault
into the lower WR2 tier. – Cole Hoopingarner

“

Enunwa is a big target. Hopefully he
learned a thing or two behind Brandon
Marshall because he has the frame to do
similar damage. I think he ends the season
as a low-end WR3 with clear FLEX potential.
– The Hudsonian

“
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2017 Preview
I really don’t know what to expect, I don’t. I want to believe in Matt Forte, but at his age,
the only reason he’s still on the team after their offseason veteran purge is because he
has guaranteed money left on his deal. All that means is he may cut into the breakout
potential of new starter Bilal Powell. Luckily, both are good receivers so they can work
in tandem together pretty well and keep each other healthy. Powell should be a top 20
RB as a result. Decker is a lot like Forte, but he’ll be the leader of the WR corps. I still
like Enunwa better as their “number 1” WR. If I’m you though, I’m keeping an eye on a
couple of rookies. ArDarius Stewart is the real deal, and could pair with Enunwa to be a
solid tandem in years to come. He’s a draft and stash for dynasty purposes, but it Decker
goes down, you’ll get a preview of what could be a solid career if the Jets ever find a
viable option at QB. New Jets OC John Morton comes from the Saints offense where
they feature the TE as much as any team in football. Rookie TE Jordan Leggett should
be salivating at the opportunities that await him. Rookie TEs don’t traditionally get off
the ground fast in the NFL, but with young QBs behind the aging and injury-prone Josh
McCown, he’ll see opportunities in year one. – The Hudsonian

Team Schedule
Week 1: @ Buffalo Bills

Week 2: @ Oakland Raiders

Week 10: @ Tampa Bay Bucs
Week 11: BYE WEEK

Week 3: vs. Miami Dolphins

Week 12: vs. Carolina Panthers

Week 4: vs. Jacksonville Jaguars

Week 13: vs. Kansas City Chiefs

Week 5: @ Cleveland Browns
Week 6: vs. New England Patriots

Week 14: @ Denver Broncos

Week 7: @ Miami Dolphins

Week 8: vs. Atlanta Falcons
Week 9: vs. Buffalo Bills

Week 15: @ New Orleans Saints
Week 16: vs. Los Angeles Chargers
Week 17: @ New England Patriots
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